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Introduction

A “historic” overview of machine-learning algorithms for PU

Attention! Algorithms under scrutiny in CMS



About 130 collisions in dedicated high-intensity run during 2016
A glimpse of what it will look like at the High-Luminosity LHC
Need good and performant algorithms that can deal with large number of particles
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Fighting pileup at CMS: PUPPI

▶ Jets or MET, if untreated for pileup, show amuch degraded resolution due to particles
from pileup interactions

▶ First remove charged hadrons which are assigned to a PU vertex (==CHS)

▶ Then compute weight for neutrals by considering particles in cone around particle of
interest and comparing to density of charged particles.
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PUPPI performance

CMS-DP-2021-001

arXiv:2003.00503
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PileUpMitigation withMachine Learning (PUMML) arXiv:1707.08600
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Figure 1: An illustration of the PUMML framework. The input is a three-channel image:

blue/purple represents charged radiation from the leading vertex, green is charged pileup

radiation, and yellow/orange/red is the total neutral radiation. The resolution of the charged

images is higher than for the neutral one. These images are fed into a convolutional layer with

several filters whose value at each pixel is a function of a patch around that pixel location in

the input images. The output is an image combining the pixels of each filter to one output

pixel.
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▶ Taking AK4 jets as inputs in three “channels”: LV charged, PU charged, neutrals

▶ Convolutional analysis of these three channels yields large improvements in AK4 jet
energy resolution
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PUMML arXiv:1707.08600

▶ What is the network learning?

▶ Looking into the filter weights used for subtraction: selecting 1 relevant neutral pixel,
homogeneous filter for charged PU, leaving charged LV depositions untouched

▶ Network learns the so-called “linear jet cleansing”: pN,LV
T = 1.0pN,tot

T − βpC,PU
T + 0.0pC,LV

T
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PUPPIML arXiv:1801.08600

▶ First application of Gated Graph Neural Network to pileupmitigation
▶ Naturally suited architecture to capture dynamics of a collision event

▶ Creating graph by considering cone around POI

▶ Several steps of message passing by aggregating and combining information of
neighboring nodes to create a new isomorphic graph with updated node features

▶ Trained to separate LV particles against PU particles→ clear improvement over PUPPI
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Transformers & Attention

Transformer

▶ Transformers are the state-of-the-art in NLP

▶ Encoders use attentionmechanism to transform elements of input sentence to elements
in latent representation that also capture the “context”
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Attention

▶ Learnable weight matrices to get from x to query,
key, value vectors

▶ Attention scores between particles are scalar sums
between their key and query vectors
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PileUpMitigation using Attention (PUMA) arXiv:2107.02779

▶ Instead of a sequence of words, we have a sequence of PF candidates

▶ Instead of an output sentence, we “translate” into a sequence of pileup probabilities a la
PUPPI

▶ If X is a set of features of a given particle, the model architecture is:

hembed = MLPembed(X)

henc. = TRANSFORMER(hembed)

Ŷ = MLPdec.(henc.)

where Ŷ is the model weight per particle (aka “PUPPI weight”)
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(a) Full n2 attention (b) Sliding window attention (c) Dilated sliding window (d) Global+sliding window

Figure 2: Comparing the full self-attention pattern and the configuration of attention patterns in our Longformer.

tion (Clark and Gardner, 2017; Chen et al., 2017).
All of these approaches suffer from information
loss due to truncation or cascading errors from
the two stage approach. In contrast, Longformer
can process long sequences without truncating or
chunking, allowing us to adopt a much simpler ap-
proach that concatenates the available context and
processes it in a single pass.

3 Model

The original Transformer model has a self-attention
component with O(n2) time and memory complex-
ity where n is the input sequence length and thus, is
not efficient to scale to long inputs. To address this
challenge, we sparsify the full self-attention matrix
according to an “attention pattern” specifying pairs
of input locations attending to one another. Unlike
the full self-attention, our proposed attention pat-
tern scales linearly with the input sequence, making
it efficient for longer sequences. In the following,
we discuss the design and implementation of this
attention pattern.

3.1 Attention Pattern

Fig. 2 summarizes the configurations of our pro-
posed attention pattern.

Sliding Window Given the importance of local
context (Kovaleva et al., 2019), our attention pat-
tern employs a fixed-size window attention sur-
rounding each token. Using multiple stacked lay-
ers of such windowed attention results in a large
receptive field, where top layers have access to
all input locations and have the capacity to build
representations that incorporate information across
the entire input. More formally, in this attention
pattern, given a fixed window size w, each token
attends to 1

2w tokens on each side (Fig. 2b). The
computation complexity of this pattern is O(n⇥w),
which scales linearly with input sequence length n.
To make this attention pattern efficient, w should
be small compared with n. However, as mentioned

above, a model with typical multiple stacked trans-
former will have a large receptive field. This is
analogues to CNNs where stacking layers of small
kernels leads to high level features that are built
from a large portion of the input (receptive field)
(Wu et al., 2019). In our case, with a transformer of
` layers, the receptive field size is `⇥w (assuming
w is fixed for all layers). Depending on the appli-
cation, it might be helpful to use different values of
w for each layer to balance between efficiency and
model representation capacity (§4.1).

Dilated Sliding Window To further increase the
receptive field without increasing computation, the
sliding window can be “dilated”. This is analogues
to dilated CNNs (van den Oord et al., 2016) where
the window has gaps of size dilation d (Fig. 2c).
Assuming a fixed d and w for all layers, the recep-
tive field is ` ⇥ d ⇥ w, which can reach tens of
thousands of tokens even for small values of d.

In multi-headed attention, each attention head
computes a different attention score. We found set-
tings with different dilation configurations per head
improves performance by allowing some heads
without dilation to focus on local context, while
others with dilation focus on longer context.

Global Attention In state-of-the-art BERT-style
models for natural language tasks, the optimal in-
put representation differs from language modeling
and varies by task. For masked language modeling
(MLM), the model uses local context to predict the
masked word, while for classification, the model ag-
gregates the representation of the whole sequence
into a special token ([CLS] in case of BERT). For
QA, the question and document are concatenated,
allowing the model to compare the question with
the document through self-attention.

In our case, the windowed and dilated attention
are not flexible enough to learn task-specific repre-
sentations. Accordingly, we add “global attention”
on few pre-selected input locations. Importantly,
we make this attention operation symmetric: that is,
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Figure 2: Comparing the full self-attention pattern and the configuration of attention patterns in our Longformer.
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Hierarchical Clustering, iteration 2

▶ Full self-attention scales with n2 → intractable challenge

▶ Sparse transformers with sliding window attention (2004.05150): more focus on local
context of each particle

▶ Sorting inputs according to kMeans clustering on (ϕ, η) surface to have some initial
sense of locality

▶ Achieving large receptive field by stacking transformer layers
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PUMA arXiv:2107.02779
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▶ Sliding window with width = 15 particles
▶ Sorting by kMeans clustering outperforms pT sorting

▶ Can really see attention mechanism work here

▶ Substantial improvement over PUPPI, translates also to other physics processes
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Attention-Based Cloud net (ABCnet) arXiv:2001.05311

▶ An essential tool when dealing with graph neural networks is the so-called
edge-convolution operation
▶ It is a prescription for how to transform input features xi into features x

′

i in the latent space
that show enhanced discrimination power and can be used inMLPs inside the network

▶ Edge Conv does so by aggregating information about the local neighborhood (nodes and
edges) of the POI
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ABCnet arXiv:2001.05311

c

′

′

▶ Based on GAPnet (arXiv:1905.08705) utilizing EdgeConv

▶ Graph neural network enhanced by attention mechanisms: attention features x̂i
constructed by training for attention scores cij multiplied with learned edge features
y′ij == MLP(xi − xj)
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ABCnet arXiv:2001.05311

▶ Attention features and graph features after several GAP layers, and global features, are
concatenated and pooled, serving as inputs to a final MLP regressing the “isPU” flag per
particle
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ABCnet arXiv:2001.05311

▶ Large improvement in mass resolution for QCD dijet events
▶ Training on< nPU >= 20 shows performance at higher PU comparable to dedicated

training
▶ Network obviously learns to abstract how PU looks like
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Summary &Outlook

▶ ML algorithms can become an essential tool for fighting pileup at future high-intensity
LHC runs:
▶ Overcoming the n2 problem of traditional algorithms
▶ All studies suggest sizable improvement over e.g. PUPPI
▶ Clear correspondence between problem and network architecture

▶ Makes it straightforward to have a well-informed choice of network and aids interpretability

▶ Ability to train on real (MinBias) data

▶ Developments ongoing within CMS to benchmark these algos in a full-blown detector
simulation and in data

▶ An effort in pileupmitigation with machine learning also touches on adjacent problems
such as:
▶ Improving Particle Flow resolution, better understanding of Monte Carlo truth, object

reconstruction in novel forward detector components …
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